**MANIFESTO**

I, Akash Shah (150110003) if elected as the Mess Secretary of Hostel 9, propose to do the following:

**INITIATIVES**

- Introduce juices in the menu
- Install grill machine in the kitchen

**GENERAL DUTIES**

- Ensure the cleanliness of mess and also keep check on personal hygiene of the workers
- Will do random checks to ensure the quality of milk being served is up to the mark
- Will ensure the availability of soap and towels at all times near the basin
- Will do random checks in the kitchen to ensure that the rules are being followed
- Will make sure that brands permitted in contract are only used and impose fine on the contractor in the other case
- Ensure that pest control is done at least once in a month
- Will regularly check and resolve every valid complaint in the complaint register and CMS facility
- Will change the menu regularly
- Conduct at least one online and offline referendum per month for any suggestions in the menu
- Will continue bringing KFC and try to bring similar brands
- Will conduct a tea party and a gala dinner every sem and inform the same to the maint council in advance for the ease of the event
- Will coordinate with the web secy to get the mess rebate system online
- Will continue conducting ‘No Wastage Weekends’ to create awareness and reduce food wastage
- Will remain in touch with mess councils of other hostels to try to incorporate the good features in our mess

**AS A HOSTEL SECRETARY**

- Will take part in the cultural events, the GCs and PAF and also cooperate with other council members to meet their needs